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The Access Space map is organised according to the following guidelines

Projects
01 [box] Access Space and spacers' r&d projects = artists and technologists that have  visited and/or developed  

projects  while in residency at Access Space ; projects being developed / implemented by Access Space in 
collaboration with other labs, artists and  organisations

02 [         ] network spacers: Sheffield-based individuals and groups that use Access Space and the server to 
develop  and maintain their network/ website

Links between projects based on shared approaches

03 [            ]  o2u: use of open code / open source software for specific applications and /or 
upcycling of trash technology

04 [         ] tcp/oh: trash computer protocols/ open handshake: network topologies developed with trash 
machines involving  open source  protocols to tranfer data  between redundant machines 

05 [         ] collaborative networks

The projects are distributed on a pixelated map abstracted from a cartographic image of Sheffield. The X Y coordinates are
based on a diagram by James Wallbank that outlines the power of readily available zero-cost computers over time. 
The aim is not to provide a rigorous mapping of the relationship between Sheffield and hardware redundancy. Rather it is a
speculative attempt to represent visually the economical space of the low tech digital revolution in a city where Access Space
is providing a visible linkage between the availability of open source software and and its role in the upcycling of trash 
technology into networked environments.

The core projects and the most crucial to understand the ethos of Access Space are the ones associated with artists 
residencies, exhibitions and workshops / learning events that took place in Access Space. They are the ones also represented
in the book with more depth through writings by their authors. In addition Access Space has functioned as a free media lab for
many Sheffield based artists and activists, creative and socially oriented organisations that have used the space’s resources to
develop their web sites, host their domain names and generate a level of activity and community that constitutes an additonal
layer for the map.



Background image: 23-02-2002 Vicky Morris Know Future exhibition

04-2003 Stephen Carley Epicentre Sieben Tongue & Groove Sound

11-2001 GenderChangers Workshop

2000-05 Mozaz Image online photo archive

04-2003 Simon Blackmore Digital Rainstick Residency Workshop  

10-2004 Xan Byatt, Mark Foster and Adam Tyson with PJ,
Ross, Hannah, Jade, Sam and Hayley Voices Exhibition

12-2003 Nicky Kirk Pixel to Portico Exhibition

2004-05 Steve Withington Disposable Urban Landscapes
Online gallery

DB 15 female to female slim genderchanger

2004-05 Harriet Lowe Doan Chrono Trigger Web Games Hacking

03-2002 RTI Fax TV Exhibition

2003-05 John Ashton, Ed Carter and Julius Ryan
Arts and Leisure Foundation Sound

08-2002 Access Space and A2RTGrow Your Own Media Lab /Tech2: @ Folly! 
10-2000 RTI Lowtech Video Wall Exhibition

04-2003 RTI Paperless Office Exhibition

06-2002 Marcelle Campher and Sheffield skateboarders Skate Project
Workshops

2003-05 FreePeople Online Campaign

11-2002  Malte Steiner Pure Data Residency Workshop

06-2002 Marcelle Campher and Sheffield skateboarders DIY T-Shirt Workshops

03-2004 Philip Welding Stationary Stationary Exhibition

09-2003 Kate Rich and Ali Jones Bureau Of Inverse Technology &
Bristol’s Cube Presentation

06-2000 MAP, Irational.org, Technologies To The People and
Mejor Vida Corporation Tech_nicks Sheffield  Mobile Lab

2002-05  Access Space Grow Your Own Media Lab!

04-2004 NullPointer 4[in]04: Perform Sound

Lowtech means technology that is cheap or free. Technology moves on so fast that right now we can recover low-end
Pentiums and fast Macintoshes from the trash. Lowtech upgrades every year. But we don't have to pay for it. 
Lowtech includes hardware and software. We advocate freeware and low cost software. We particularly advocate the use
of low cost, open source operating systems. 
High technology doesn't mean high creativity. In fact sometimes the restrictions of a medium lead to the most creative
solutions. Independence is important. Don't lock your creativity into a box you don't control. Access is important. 
Don't lock your creativity into a format we can't see.  High tech artworks market new PCs. Even if they aren't meant to.
Artworks that make use of new, expensive technology can't avoid being, in part, sales demonstrations. 

Part of the message of an online video stream, whatever its content, is "Hey, isn't it time for an upgrade?".
Communicators concerned with the meaning and context of what they do may want to avoid this. 
We're skeptical about the consumerist frenzy associated with information technology. Lowtech questions the two
year upgrade cycle. A lot of people say that new media is revolutionary. They say the net is anarchic and 
subversive.  But how subversive can you be in an exclusive club, with a $1000 entrance fee? 

Lowtech counters exclusivity. Lowtech is street level technology. 
Text is great for communicating. Write down what you want to say. Make it clear and simple and non-exclusive.

Email is still the "killer app". Fast, low cost global communication for the ordinary citizen is genuinely something
new. HTML is good for lots more than web pages. Now you can author all sorts of graphical stuff with a plain text
editor. Use the web for plain text and images. It's simple and cheap and quick and it works.

03 -1999 James Wallbank Lowtech Manifesto presentation N5M


